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It Still Runs is the go-to destination for all things cars. From motors to radiators and everything
in between, we've got you covered. Many vehicles come standard with at least a three-year,
36,mile bumper-to-bumper warranty, whichever How to Check Tickets by a License Plate.
Paying a parking ticket has become easier because you can now pay them over the Internet.
You can also check Even if you have changed the engine oil in your car multiple times, there is
always the chance that you The Ford Explorer dash board is designed to protect the
instrumentation and provide convenient location for the passenger air bag. Models up to An
engine's coolant system passes coolant fluid through a series of pipes to collect heat and
radiate it from the radiator. Regularly maintenance Wearing your seat belt when driving or riding
in a vehicle can save your life, but only if you wear it properly. The shoulder belt should go over
Most Popular Articles. Trending Now. More Reads. Ford Explorer Dash Removal The Ford
Explorer dash board is designed to protect the instrumentation and provide convenient location
for the passenger air bag. How to Backflush a Radiator An engine's coolant system passes
coolant fluid through a series of pipes to collect heat and radiate it from the radiator. Play Now.
What does this mean? Check the "Possible Causes" listed above. Visually inspect the related
wiring harness and connectors. Check for damaged components and look for broken, bent,
pushed out, or corroded connector's pins. How much do you know about cars? Take the
AutoCodes. Tech Notes What does this mean? The auto repair labor rates vary by location, your
vehicle's make and model, and even your engine type. The electrical resistance of a thermistor
decreases as temperature increases, and the resistance increases as the temperature
decreases. The varying resistance affects the voltage drop across the sensor terminals and
provides electrical signals to the Powertrain Control Module PCM corresponding to
temperature. The CHT sensor is installed in the aluminum cylinder head and measures the metal
temperature. The CHT sensor can provide complete engine temperature information and can be
used to infer coolant temperature. A cooling system concern such as low coolant or coolant
loss could cause an overheating condition. As a result, damage to major engine components
could occur. Using both the CHT sensor and fail-safe cooling strategy, the PCM prevents
damage by allowing air cooling of the engine and limp home capability. Get Access to Factory
Service Manuals. Need more help? Get the P Ford code diagnosed by a professional: Find a
repair shop in your area. Why is the Engine Light ON? Comments Help us improve AutoCodes.
Leave a comment below or tell us if the information above help you fix the code. What are the
symptoms on your vehicle for the P Ford code? Have you replaced any parts? Any information
is appreciated. Repair Importance Level: 3. Home - About AutoCodes. Posted and Edit by
AutoCodes. In our opinion, the Nissan Frontier Pro-4X is the truck to get. Sure, the four-cylinder
gets slightly better fuel economy. It is also true that the less aggressive tuning and tires of other
trims ride smoother, are quieter and are generally more pavement-friendly. But the Pro-4X
benefits from that torquey V6, which makes us happy. And of all trims, its off-road worthiness
makes it the most competitive against its peers, which were all recently redesigned. And you
still get the utility of a truck, with features such as a spray-in liner and bed extender plus a
maximum tow capacity of 6, pounds. The midsize pickup segment was effectively in stasis for
about a decade, with its handful of trucks coasting along year after year with only minimal
updates. Even if a particular truck grew stale, so did its competitors. That changed when
General Motors completely redesigned its midsize trucks in and Toyota followed suit for As a
result, Nissan is at a distinct disadvantage with its unaltered Frontier. Its age is especially
evident inside the Frontier. Controls are antiquated, materials lackluster and cabin noise levels
excessive. Together these characteristics give a bare-bones look and feel that those competing
models have risen above. Still its ride quality is surprisingly good, and in Pro-4X trim, it
performs off-road with confidence. And it gets all of the practical details right, such as cargo
tie-downs, a spray-in bedliner and a sliding bed extender. If you're just looking for these basics,
the Frontier still holds its own in this class. The Nissan Frontier is a midsize truck offered in
numerous configurations, depending upon your preference. It offers an extended-cab King or
crew-cab body style and 5-foot or 6. The engine options are a 2. There are five trim levels: S is
the base model; the SV , with an upgraded interior; the Desert Runner , which adds
off-road-oriented features but with two-wheel drive; the four-wheel-drive-only Pro-4X ; and the
top-tier SL , which is the best-optioned overall. Your first step into the Frontier is in base S trim,
with two-wheel drive, extended cab, a 2. It has inch steel wheels, rear privacy glass and
four-way manual-adjusting cloth bucket seats up front. Select the automatic transmission to get
air-conditioning, cruise control, steering-wheel audio controls, Bluetooth phone connectivity,
and a four-speaker sound system with a CD player and an auxiliary audio jack. These items can
be added to the manual version via the S Preferred package. Meanwhile, crew cabs with the S
trim add the V6 engine, inch steel wheels, a sliding rear window and a six-speaker audio system
as standard. In SV form, you get the above though the V6 engine is optional for SV

extended-cab models , along with inch alloy wheels, keyless entry, power windows, locks and
mirrors, a tilt-only steering wheel, upgraded cloth upholstery, a sliding rear window, a 5-inch
NissanConnect touchscreen interface with Bluetooth audio connectivity and
smartphone-integrated apps, a USB port, a media player interface, satellite radio and an
additional volt power outlet. Options include a sunroof on the crew cab, and for the V6-powered
SV, a Value Truck package that adds foglights, rear parking sensors, a rearview camera, a
sliding bed extender, a spray-in bedliner, adjustable cargo tie-downs, a Class IV trailer hitch,
dual-zone automatic climate control, heated front seats, an auto-dimming rearview mirror and
two extra speakers on extended cabs. The Desert Runner is a two-wheel-drive V6 only, in either
cab configuration, and it builds on the base SV equipment list. It adds special styling details,
foglights, high-performance shock absorbers, off-road tires and an eight-way manually
adjustable driver seat. The SV Value package equipment isn't available with this trim. For
serious off-roaders, there is the four-wheel-drive-only Pro-4X. This trim features knobby off-road
tires, specially tuned shocks, a locking rear differential, skid plates, automatic headlights, a 5. It
includes everything in the SV Value Truck package except the trailer hitch and bed extender,
which are optional. Crew cabs also get a speaker Rockford Fosgate audio system. The Pro-4X
Luxury package, only available on automatic-equipped crew cabs, adds a sunroof, a roof rack
with crossbars, heated mirrors, leather upholstery, power-adjustable front seats and a rear-seat
center armrest. The top-level SL is only available as a crew cab with the automatic transmission.
It loses the Pro-4X's off-road-oriented equipment but retains most of the items in the Pro-4X
Luxury package, including a sunroof for long-bed SLs the sunroof is a stand-alone option for
short-bed SLs. Additional standard features include inch alloy wheels and side steps that ease
access to the cab. The trailer hitch and bed extender remain optional on the Frontier SL. Read
more Driving In Pro-4X trim, the Frontier is just as capable in the dirt as its peers despite a lack
of significant updates in the past decade. But on the pavement, the Frontier's lack of
refinement, in all trims, really puts the truck at a disadvantage compared to its competition.
Comfort We found the Frontier had a surprisingly comfortable ride quality on the road. Limited
seat and steering-wheel adjustability on most trims made for an awkward driving position. And
even on the Frontier crew cab, the rear seats lack legroom. Interior The interior looks dated, and
the liberal use of hard plastics doesn't help. Still, most of the controls and switches are easy to
use. Utility The Frontier gets the basics of being a work truck right. It has a clever cargo
tie-down system in the bed, available spray-in liner, bed extender and optional 5-foot and 6. And
properly equipped, four-cylinder models can tow up to 3, pounds and V6s as much as 6,
pounds. Technology The latest technology, including a NissanConnect touchscreen interface,
Bluetooth audio connectivity, hands-free text messaging and smartphone app integration, is
available on most Frontier models. But the same can be said of its competitors. They write that
the Frontier has below-average gas mileage and a cheap-looking interior. Well, I get mpg in my ,
which is just fine for a truck, IMO. You get better advertised mileage in a Tacoma and other
models, but drive it and see why: the manufacturers hobble the transmission with sluggish
response and shifting to artificially inflate mileage numbers. The Frontier has a responsive
transmission and the V6 has plenty of power to get this truck off the red light. As to the cheap
interior, it is a light truck not a luxury vehicle. I test drove the other models in this class of light
truck and I saw nothing better. It is well better than the Ranger I used to own, and worlds better
than my dad's trucks in the s. If you want leather appointment and woodgrain dash, you are
looking in the wrong class of vehicle. The visibility in the cab is better in the Frontier compared
to the competition too, with the pillars blocking much less of the rear view. The seats are more
comfortable than the Tacoma. The rear seats are a little tight, but not so tight that an adult can't
sit back there and it fits a carseat, too. I don't understand the criticism of the handling, either.
Once the steering is broken in, it has a good turning radius and the engine has enough power to
get you through a tight curve hugging the road just fine. The factory tires could use an upgrade,
though, to a Michelin or Goodyear radial. Overall, I'm very glad I purchased this vehicle and not
the competition, and the price is right. It is a great deal for what you get. I've had zero problems
with this truck, and it performs well. The gas mileage is a bit less, but now that I'm used to the
truck my foot is a little heavier, too. I still get about mpg combined. I had a Tacoma which was a
mistake. Don't get me wrong I have always had Tacoma's and loved them but the new model
leaves a lot to be desired. This Nissan surprised me quite a bit. I have read some disappointing
reviews so I tried it for myself. This truck is fast and the transmission shifts perfectly, unlike the
Toyota. I will admit it doesn't get the gas mileage the Toyota got but that was because Toyota
fiddled with the transmission to make it shift weirdly to try to get better gas mileage. This desert
runner is smooth and looks great. As of the date of this writing, the reliability of Nissan
Frontiers outweighs the Tacoma, Colorado and Canyon. I am very happy with my purchase.
Only downsize is that it is a little small. Read more Read less The critics who know trucks love

the Frontier evaheidi aol. Not trying to look like SUV or mini-van like most others. It's a reliable
nice driving vehicle that I would definitely buy again. It does what it is designed to do and does
it well. This truck does not disappoint Seats are comfortable. I love the cleat system in the box!
Always a tie down where you need it! I have had several issues. Bad sensor in the climate
control that took over a year to diagnose. Made the air start blasting, even in dead of winter!
Replaced a leaking valve cover, overflow tank and radiator all under miles. Taking it back
because still stinks of leaking coolant. Gas mileage isn't great. I average Needs to be revamped.
It is behind the times on options. It is a quiet ride for a truck. The old school steering is very
tight to start, making turning the wheel a workout. Available styles include SV 4dr Crew Cab 5.
Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides
consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions
about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested
in and then select a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for
sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the
AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for
the Used Nissan Frontier. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably
tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided
you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a
few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month
basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so.
Check out Nissan lease specials Check out Nissan Frontier lease specials. Popular searches.
My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Other
years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Which Frontier does Edmunds
recommend? Overall rating. Read more. In Pro-4X trim, the Frontier is just as capable in the dirt
as its peers despite a lack of significant updates in the past decade. We found the Frontier had a
surprisingly comfortable ride quality on the road. The interior looks dated, and the liberal use of
hard plastics doesn't help. The Frontier gets the basics of being a work truck right. The latest
technology, including a NissanConnect touchscreen interface, Bluetooth audio connectivity,
hands-free text messaging and smartphone app integration, is available on most Frontier
models. Write a review See all 27 reviews. Don't listen to the critics. Auto reviewers need
something to write about. Read less. I am writing this because of how surprised I was with the
quality of the truck. The critics who know trucks love the Frontier. The 4. See all 27 reviews of
the Used Nissan Frontier. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No
Tip. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 4 average Rating out of 20
reviews. Sponsored cars related to the Frontier. Sign Up. A majority of all used US imports have
either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe
or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles
from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of
getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX
has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid
expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world
to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than
14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources,
including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car
dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information,
CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the
service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in
10 minutes I ha
2014 chevy cruze radio
2000 ford focus radio wiring diagram
ford f150 diagram
d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can

find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

